Dear Esteemed Scientist,

Greetings!

National Academy of Sciences India (NASI) & Elsevier take immense pride in announcing the NASI–Scopus Young Scientist Awards 2019 for the 13th year in a row. The awards this year will be given away in the following 5 areas of Science, Technology & Medicine:

- Women in Science
- Agriculture, Plant Sciences & Rural Development
- Environmentally Sound Sustainable Development
- Biomedical Research and Healthcare
- Innovation in Engineering and Physical Sciences

Over the past 12 years, the NASI – Scopus Young Scientist Awards has established itself as one of the premier awards amongst the Indian scientific fraternity. To date, 106 young scientists have been awarded who have done outstanding work in their early years of research career.

Eligibility:
- An Indian citizen, residing & working in India
- Must have completed at least PhD/MD or equivalent degree
- Must be born on or after January 1st, 1979
- Female only application for Women in Science Award Category

Further information on the process, the application format and submission can be had from https://www.elsevier.com/en-in/SYSA2019

The 5 multi-disciplinary award categories are aligned with national missions of Make in India, Digital India, Healthy India and Clean India. If your research is empowering or can be a helpful technological tool for the above mentioned national missions, please do not forget to mention it as it can give your application an additional weightage.

As a scientist and a researcher yourself, we would be happy to receive an application from you or from a candidate nominated by you. May we request you to kindly circulate this amongst your department/ school to enable the best candidates to apply for the award. The last date for physical receipt of the application is 30th June 2019.

Thank you in advance for your cooperation in this regard.

Best Wishes,

Aparajita Verma
Marketing Manager, South Asia - Research Solutions Sales
Elsevier Research Solutions
14th Floor, Building No: 10B,
DLF Cyber City, Phase II, Gurgaon 122002, India
T: +91 (124) 477 4632 Email: aparajita.verma@elsevier.com